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Abstract

Private substitutes for electric grid reliability are increasingly prevalent. We
study their adoption and implications for policymaking and household welfare. We
first show that higher-income households are much more likely to adopt these substitutes and that households purchase them in response to a perceived decrease
in electric grid reliability. We develop a theoretical model of public provision of
grid reliability in the presence of private substitutes. The model shows that the
existence of substitutes can hurt some households, despite increasing aggregate
welfare, because they result in lower grid reliability. Middle income households
are the most likely to be hurt.
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Introduction
The U.S. electricity grid is increasingly unreliable (Blunt, 2022). This trend is expected

to continue as climate change increases the prevalence of extreme weather. Already, wildfires
in California (2019), hurricanes on the Gulf Coast (2020), extreme heat in California (2020),
and extreme cold in Texas (2021) have left millions of people without power (Canon, 2019;
Schwartz, 2020; Roth, 2020; Blunt and Gold, 2021). These power outages reduce productivity, destroy goods in cold storage, and can even lead to death – especially from people who
are warming in unsafe ways or are unable to avoid high temperatures (Barreca et al., 2016;
Trevizo et al., 2021). The transition to a grid based on intermittent renewable energy makes
providing reliable electricity increasingly difficult (Potter, 2022).
In response, some households and smaller communities are adopting private substitutes for public electricity grid reliability. Indeed, technologies like energy storage batteries,
backup generators, and microgrids can keep the lights on during broader failures of the electric grid. Price decreases and public subsidy programs have motivated additional uptake.
Households with private substitutes are less dependent on the grid for reliable energy, which
decreases the need for the grid to be reliable. At the same time, decreased reliability increases the benefits of purchasing a substitute. This positive feedback loop raises important
distributional questions. Will some households be hurt by the availability of effective substitutes? Will households that cannot afford substitutes be left behind due to reductions
in grid reliability? The answer depends, in part, on public policy decisions about grid-level
reliability.
This paper makes two main contributions. First, we document who purchases substitutes and empirically estimate how household purchases respond to major electricity outages.
Second, we develop a model of public reliability provision and household behavior and use
it to consider the distributional consequences of private substitutes. To our knowledge, this
is the first paper demonstrating the causal relationship between grid reliability perceptions
and private reliability investments. We are also the first to investigate the interplay between
2

public and private reliability investments; this interplay has significant implications for the
policymaker.
To understand who is likely to benefit from private substitutes for grid reliability,
we first describe who is buying them. Nationally, about 13% of households own a backup
generator.1 Income is a strong predictor of owning one, as is household electricity use,
and living in a rural area. Households with incomes over $100,000 are twice as likely to
have a backup generator as households with incomes below this threshold. We find broadly
consistent patterns for battery purchases.
Next, we show that a major power outage leads to a significant increase in battery
purchases in the following year. Assuming that a power outage causes households to perceive
a future outage as being more likely, this finding implies an increase in the adoption of private
substitutes in response to a perceived decrease in electricity grid reliability.
We estimate this effect by combining data on battery adoption with data on power
outages for the state of California. Our city-level data spans 2017-2020, a period where
California enacted power shutoffs to reduce the risk of wildfires. We estimate two-way fixed
effects, event study models of quarterly battery adoption in response to major outages. The
impact of the outage on battery adoption starts the next quarter and peaks two quarters
after the outage before returning to zero at four quarters. Our point estimates imply that
a major outage leads to a one standard deviation increase in the rate of battery purchases
two quarters later.
Motivated by these empirical facts, we develop a theoretical model to describe centralized decisions over grid reliability and household decisions to purchase substitutes. In
our model, a benevolent planner sets the level of spending on grid reliability at the efficient
level for electricity customers. These customers differ in their potential loss from power
outages and hence their willingness to pay for grid reliability and substitutes like generators
1

Authors’ calculation using the household-level Residential Energy Consumption Survey (U.S. Energy
Information Administration, 2018). Estimates exclude apartment buildings with more than 4 units; residents
were not asked.
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or backup batteries. Using the model we compare two scenarios, one in which a private
substitute is available and one in which it is not.
The model has three main results. First, when households purchase private substitutes, efficient provision requires less spending on grid reliability. Second, under a wide set
of conditions, some households are hurt by the existence of substitutes. When households
are hurt it is most commonly households in the middle of the distribution who dislike the
reduction in grid reliability. Those at both the top of the distribution benefit relative to a
situation with no substitutes due to their purchase of substitutes, while those at the bottom
benefit due to their lower electric bills. Third, it is possible for all households to benefit
from the existence of substitutes even if not all purchase them, but this requires that, at a
minimum, the average household purchases a substitute. More broadly, the model highlights
the important role of the policymaker in setting reliability spending. Their decisions influence which households purchase private substitutes, the total amount of welfare from grid
reliability, and its distribution.
This paper relates to the literature on the economic effects of power outages. Much
of the economics literature focuses on developing countries where outages are more common.2 It finds that outages lead to small decreases in firm productivity in India and China
(Fisher-Vanden et al., 2015; Alcott et al., 2016), and large decreases in sales for firms in
Sub-Saharan Africa (Cole et al., 2018). A separate engineering-oriented literature has developed tools to help utilities estimate the costs to customers of outages in order to evaluate
potential investments in grid reliability. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory has built
a model that estimates the costs of electricity outages in the United States.3 Because fewer
outages are a challenge for quantifying these costs empirically, the economics literature has
emphasized stated preference methodologies (Carlsson and Martinsson, 2007; Blass et al.,
2010). The purchase of substitutes to privately ensure reliable electricity both demonstrates
2
The incentives for public provision of reliability also differ. Jha et al. (2021) find that one cause of
blackouts in India is utilities buying less electricity when wholesale prices are high. Regulations prevent
utilities in developed countries from not meeting electricity demand simply because the price is high.
3
See for example, (Sullivan et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2019)
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consumers’ willingness to pay to avoid outages and decreases their dependence on the grid in
the future. Our paper demonstrates this channel empirically in the case of backup batteries
and investigates its implications for grid policy.
This paper also contributes to the literature on the distributional impacts of new
energy technologies. These new technologies are often heavily subsidized, so a salient concern
is which households are adopting them. Previous work has focused on electric vehicles
(Holland et al., 2019) and distributed generation (Eid et al., 2014; Borenstein, 2017; Brown
and Sappington, 2017). We contribute to this literature by describing which households
are adopting residential batteries and how non-adopters are affected via public reliability
provision.
This work also relates to a broader literature concerning publicly provided goods with
private alternatives. Clotfelter (1993) distinguishes between private substitutes for publicly
provided goods that are consumed exclusively versus those that supplement the public provision. The substitutes we study supplement but do not fully replace the need for a connection
to the electrical grid. As a result, households that purchase substitutes still favor at least
some spending on grid reliability. This differs from the large literature studying the provision of public school when private school alternatives exist (Glomm et al., 2011). However,
in both cases purchasers of the private substitute still contribute (through taxation in the
case of schools and electrical rates in the case we study) to their funding. As a result there
is some similarity to the results. Epple and Romano (1996b,a) show that majority voting
over public school spending results in both high and low income households benefiting from
the existence of private schools. In contrast, our model has a planner who sets the public
good at the efficient level, and we study the distributional effects that result. In the case of
public schools, voters can often directly control spending through tax referenda, while grid
reliability spending has far less direct voter influence.

5
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Background
Electricity grids are complicated networks that require electricity supply to exactly

equal electricity demand at every second. Failure to do so can result in blackouts (too little
supply) or damage to the infrastructure (too much supply).
Electric grid reliability generally means that this careful balance is maintained with a
high level of confidence. Planned or unplanned outages mean that electricity is not available
to the end-user. These can be especially costly when electricity is a critical input – for
example, at military bases, hospitals, or for residential users who use electricity to power
oxygen pumps.

2.1

Public Investments in Grid Reliability
Traditionally, investments designed to serve the public have been the primary way

of ensuring a reliable electricity supply. These expenditures are approved by public utility
regulatory commissions and the costs are recovered through regulated utility bills. For
example, Deloitte (2016) reports at 47 investor owned utilities (representing 89% of market
capitalization), transmission and distribution capital expenditures increased from $32 billion
in 2008 to $42 billion in 2015. Many of these investments improve reliability.4
However, many proposed reliability improvements are not approved. For example,
MacMillan and Englund (2021) reports that out of $15.7 billion in proposed improvements
in 2020, only $3.4 billion were approved. This gap results, in part, because utilities earn a
guaranteed profit on capital investments, incentivizing them to make injudicious investments.
Regulators understand and are wary of this “Averch-Johnson effect,” causing them to reject
many proposed improvements (Averch and Johnson, 1962).
There are many types of investments that increase reliability. Utilities that own distribution lines can do regular tree-trimming around lines and have staff ready to repair downed
4

Publicly owned utilities and electric cooperatives also make sizeable investments and recover them
through rate increases.
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lines. Moving distribution lines underground is another option, though it is costly and primarily prevents outages from extreme weather downing power lines. Outages are increasingly
caused by inadequate capacity, i.e., there is not enough generation supply to meet demand
during the highest demand hours. The transition to clean energy resources is expected to
increase this type of outage’s frequency (Potter, 2022). Investment in additional generation
reserves can make these outages less likely. Similarly, investments in the transmission system
can increase reliability by allowing for more electricity to flow to demand centers during high
demand hours.
Natural disasters like the 2018 and 2019 wildfires in California and prolonged 2021
outages in Texas have stimulated additional investments in reliability. As of 2022, PG&E, a
California utility, planned to spend tens of billions of dollars burying 10,000 miles of wires
at a planned cost of $3.75 million per mile (Hering, 2022, 2021).

2.2

Private Substitutes for Grid Reliability
Private substitutes for grid-level reliability come in several forms. We will discuss three

here – backup generators, batteries, and microgrids.
Backup generators typically cost between two and twenty thousand dollars and provide
small-scale at-home generation in the event of an outage. They usually use fossil fuels like
diesel, natural gas, or propane. They are less efficient than traditional power plants, but
can reliably operate in the event of an outage. While backup generators are an established
technology, ownership has been growing in response to climate change, and 2021 was a record
year for generator sales (Phillips, 2021).
Batteries like Tesla’s Powerwall are in the same broad cost range as generators. They
allow households to store power for use during a power outage. If a household is not connected
to the grid, the battery can store electricity production from solar cells for use overnight.
Recently, blackouts in the Western US (due, in part, to faulty transmission lines) have caused
demand for behind-the-meter batteries to surge (Hering and Copley, 2021).
7

Finally, a microgrid is a “local energy grid with control capability, which means it
can disconnect from the traditional grid and operate autonomously” (U.S. Department of
Energy, 2014). Microgrids can have a range of sizes – from an individual shop or residence,
up to a small community. They exist in the industrial, residential, commercial, and military
sectors. A microgrid can continue operating in the event of a full- or partial-scale grid failure.

3

Data
The empirical analysis uses three main data sources: survey data from the US Energy

Information Administration, battery purchase data from the State of California, and power
outage data from Bluefire Studios.
We use data from Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) to describe which
households own backup generators (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2018). The
RECS is a nationally-representative survey conducted every 4-6 years by the US Energy
Information Administration. A novel feature of the RECS is that it collects data on respondents’ electricity billing and use directly from their utilities. The American Housing
Survey (AHS) also collects data on backup generators in some survey waves, and patterns
of adoption in the AHS are similar to those in the RECS (see Appendix Section B.1) (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2021).
We use data from the State of California to both describe which households purchase
batteries and estimate how these purchases respond to power outages. These data come
from a subsidy program, the Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) (State of California,
2021).5 The subsidy is large (over 30 percent of total costs, on average), so we expect these
data to cover nearly the universe of battery purchases. We focus on residential battery
purchases, which increase rapidly after 2017.6 A 2016 bill increased the program budget
5

The SGIP program dates from 2001 and was created in response to the California electricity crisis.
Starting in 2014, most program funds were allocated to subsidizing batteries.
6
Appendix Figure A1 shows the number of completed residential battery applications by year. There
were over three times as many new batteries in 2020 as in 2017, an increase that cannot be explained by
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and set aside funding specifically for low-income households, and 2018 legislation set aside
funding for households with critical resilience needs (Center for Sustainable Energy, 2021).
The 2021 incentive was $150-$200/kWh for residential customers. Higher incentives of $850$1,000/kWh were available for low-income households and those with critical resilience needs
(State of California and the Self-Generation Incentive Program, 2021).
We also use city-level outage data from Bluefire Studios (Bluefire Studios, 2021). These
data are collected from utility outage management systems and begin in late 2017, when
Bluefire began to track large California utilities, and end in October 2021 with considerably
more coverage. For each city and for each hour, we observe the number of customer-hours of
outage as well as the total number of customers served. We first drop observations without
city information or from unspecified unincorporated areas (about 6 percent of observations).
The resulting dataset expands in coverage over time, covering roughly 775,000 customers in
October 2017 and 8,125,000 customers by October 2021. By the end of the study period,
most of California is covered.7
Finally, we use CPI data from Minneapolis Federal Reserve (Minneapolis Federal Reserve, 2022), decennial population data from Iowa State University (Iowa State University, 2022), data about zip code locations, urbanicity, income, and population from ZipCodes.com, the Missouri Census Data Center, and the University of Michigan’s Population
Studies Center (Zip-Codes.com, 2021; Missouri Census Data Center, 2021; University of
Michigan Population Studies Center, 2022).

4

Motivating Empirical Facts
This section presents two empirical analyses that motivate the theoretical model. We

first describe the types of households that are buying these substitutes. We then show that
major power outages spur adoption.
changes in the size of the subsidy (the average incentive was $420/kWh in 2020; $390/kWh in 2017).
7
A “customer” generally covers more than one person; it can refer to, e.g., a business, a house, or an
apartment building. By the end of the study period, this likely includes over 2/3 of all Californians.
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Figure 1: Household Characteristics and Likelihood of Owning a Backup Generator
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Notes: Data from the 2015 RECS and presented using survey weights. N = 5,686. Residents of apartment
buildings with more than 4 units are omitted; they are not asked if they own a backup generator.

4.1
4.1.1

Who is buying private substitutes?
Backup generators
We find that wealthier households and those that live in rural areas are more likely to

own a backup generator. Figure 1 summarizes data from the 2015 RECS. While only 8% of
households making less than $20,000 per year have a backup generator, 18% of households
making more than $140,000 per year have a backup generator. Rural households are more
than twice as likely to own backup generators. Homes with only one resident or more than
six residents are less likely to own a generator than “mid-sized” households. There are also
important regional differences in ownership. Overall, 13% of households report owning a
backup generator. However, this varies widely with 18% of households in the Northeast
owning one, compared to only 10% of households in the West.
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Table 1 presents conditional correlations that show that higher incomes, living in a
rural area, and having higher electricity consumption are consistently correlated with being
more likely to own a backup generator, even in the presence of a range of other covariates. A
$10,000/year increase in household income is associated with about a 0.4 percentage point
increase in the probability that a household owns a backup generator. Similarly, increasing
household electricity consumption by 1 MWh/year is associated with a roughly 0.5 percentage point increase in the probability that a household owns a backup generator. Living in
a rural area is associated with having a roughly 15 percentage point higher probability of
owning a generator. These results are similar whether we include few covariates (column 3),
more covariates (column 4), exclude households in New England (column 5), or only look at
single-family detached households (column 6).

4.1.2

Batteries
Residential battery purchases are highly correlated with zip-code level household in-

come. Our data includes the 5-digit zip code where the battery is installed. For the years
from 2014 to 2020, the correlation between median household income and batteries per zip
code is 0.44. This high correlation is more striking because the subsidy program explicitly
advantages low-income households starting in 2017. Conditioning on the number of housing
units in a zip code does little to change the correlation: we find it rises slightly to 0.46. Figure A2 shows the spatial distribution of batteries and household income for the Los Angeles
and San Francisco metro areas.
Households in rural counties are slightly less likely to purchase batteries, though this
correlation becomes small and positive once we condition on median income. We only observe
a county-level measure of urbanicity, so we classify zip codes as rural if they fall within a
non-metro county. The raw correlation between battery counts and whether a zip code is
rural is -0.13. When we condition on the number of housing units in a zip code, it is -0.04.
Finally, when we condition on both zip-code level housing units and median income, the
11

Table 1: Regression Results: Backup Generator Ownership
(1)
Household Income ($10,000/year)

(2)

0.007∗∗∗
(0.001)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

(6)
0.004∗∗
(0.001)

0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Electricity Consumption (MWh/year)

Average Electricity Price (Cents/kWh)

0.002
(0.002)

-0.000
(0.002)

-0.001
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.002)

Urban Cluster

-0.017
(0.014)

-0.014
(0.014)

-0.024
(0.016)

Rural

0.147∗∗∗ 0.140∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.016) (0.017)

Census Region Fixed Effects

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Structure Type Fixed Effects
Mean Generator Ownership
R squared
Observations

No
0.129
0.009
4828

No
0.129
0.017
4828

No
0.129
0.022
4828

Yes
0.129
0.074
4828

Yes
0.119
0.066
4182

No
0.151
0.069
3752

Notes: The dependent variable is a binary variable for whether a household owns a backup generator. Data
is from the 2015 RECS and results are presented using survey weights. Heteroskedastic-robust standard
errors are used. The omitted category for urbanicity is “Urban.” Residents of large apartment buildings are
excluded. Household income is constructed using the midpoint of $20,000 income bins, with the top-coded
bin using a value $10,000 above its minimum. Column (5) excludes the Northeast. Columns (1) through
(5) include mobile homes, single-family detached homes, single-family attached homes, and small apartment
buildings, while Column (6) reports results only looking at single-family detached houses.

correlation becomes positive (0.06).

4.1.3

Microgrids
Appendix Section B.2 describes the distribution of another substitute: microgrids.

These data are collected by the U.S. Department of Energy and include a subset of the
existing microgrids (U.S. Department of Energy, 2021). While we observe less information
about which neighborhoods are adopting microgrids, we see that adoption is highest for
wealthier, coastal states. This database also suggests that the number of microgrids in the
US grew rapidly from 2017-2020.
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4.2

Do households buy private substitutes in response to outages?
We next present evidence that households buy private substitutes in response to a

perceived decrease in grid reliability. We assume that experiencing a major power outage
makes households believe the grid will be less reliable in the future. Given this assumption,
it is sufficient to show that households buy more private substitutes in response to a major
power outage. We focus on purchases of batteries because we can link them to outage data
at a fine geographic scale. We estimate the dynamic treatment effect of experiencing a major
power outage on city level purchases of residential batteries.
Our model of battery purchases for city i in quarter t is the following:

bit =

−2
X

βk mik +

k=−3

5
X

βk mik + φi + γt + it

(1)

k=0

where bit is new batteries per ten thousand housing units. mik is an indicator for if the
observation is k quarters away from the major outage; it is zero for all cities without a major
outage. φi are city fixed effects, and γt are year-by-quarter fixed effects.
We define a major outage as a quarter where power is out for at least 3 percent of
customer-hours. In our sample, 1.9 percent of city-quarters are classified as having a major
outage. Because we use customer-hours for our definition, we do not differentiate between
major outages in which all customers lost power for nearly three days and those where a
smaller share of customers experienced very long outages. Much of the identifying variation
comes from wildfire-induced power shutoffs in Fall 2019. In the fourth quarter of 2019, 19.2
percent of cities in our sample had a major outage while the share of other city-quarters
with a major outage is 0.86 percent.
We estimate this model using the interaction-weighted estimator proposed in Sun and
Abraham (2021). We exclude the 5.5 percent of cities with multiple major outages over the
sample. Of the remaining cities, 21 percent experience a major outage. Results are similar
if we instead use the two-way fixed effects estimator with leads and lags.
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We find that a major outage leads to an increase in battery purchases in the following
quarters. Figure 2 plots the estimated βk coefficients and 95 percent confidence intervals.
We do not find an impact on purchases during the quarter that a major outage occurs.
There is a marginally significant effect in the subsequent quarter, and we find statistically
and economically significant increases in purchases two and three quarters after the outage.
The point estimate for the second quarter (8.0) implies that a major outage leads to a
one standard deviation increase in the rate of battery purchases two quarters later. The
estimated total effect in the year following the outage is 13.7 more batteries per ten thousand
households. This effect is the same as a city moving from the median to the 88th percentile
of annual batteries purchased per ten thousand households.
Figure 2: Impact of Outages on Battery Purchases

Estimated coefficients and 95% C.I.s from model (1). N = 10,917 from
659 cities. Sample excludes the 5.5% of cities with more than one major
outage. We define a major outage to be one where over 3% of customerhours are out for the quarter; 1.3% of quarters have a major outage. Mean
of the dependent variable (batteries per 10k housing units) is 1.55, with a
standard deviation of 7.8. SE clustered by city.

Results are robust to including more lags, keeping cities with multiple outages, and
using alternative definitions of a major outage. Appendix Figure A3 presents results from
14

four alternative specifications. First, we include more leads and lags in the model. We still
find no effect on purchases outside the three quarters following the outage. Second, we keep
cities with multiple major outages. For this specification, we define all coefficients relative
to the first outage. We find the estimated effects are similar, though slightly smaller. Third,
we re-estimate the model using a less stringent definition of a major outage: more than
1 percent of customer-hours without power. We find a similar pattern but smaller point
estimates; a major outage now leads to a one-half standard deviation increase in the rate of
battery purchase two-quarters later. Finally, we use a more stringent definition of a major
outage: more than 5 percent of customer-hours without power. The estimated coefficients
are similar to those for our main specification.
Our estimates suggest that the outages in our sample increased battery spending by
over 50 million dollars. These purchases appear to be new and additional, not simply a shift
forward in the timing of purchases. Thus, our estimates imply a major outage leads to 1,370
more batteries per million households. Over our four-year sample, 2.6 million households
experienced a major outage, and the mean cost of the battery systems purchased was 15,880
dollars. Thus, the implied outage-induced spending on batteries (by both households and
the state of California) is 57.6 million dollars. Because the effect of a major outage depends
on how it affects households’ beliefs about future reliability, we should use caution when
extrapolating these estimates to the effect of outages more generally. Yet, this calculation
suggests that outages can lead to economically significant increases in spending on private
substitutes.

5

Theoretical Model
We next develop a model to describe centralized decisions over grid reliability and

individual decisions over purchasing a private substitute. We discuss decision-making both
in the presence of private substitutes and in their absence. We compare the welfare of
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households in these two scenarios to examine the distributional consequences of private
substitutes.

5.1

Primitives
There is some probability that households will experience a grid power outage. This

probability, π(R), is a function of spending on grid reliability, R. We assume that this
function is twice continuously differentiable, π(0) = 1, and for any R we have that π(R) > 0,
π 0 (R) < 0 and π 00 (R) > 0.
There is a set of households of size one who differ in the degree of their loss in the
event of a power outage. We denote the size of the loss for household i as Li . This parameter
can be thought of as the household’s willingness to pay (WTP) to eradicate the risk of an
outage. Thus, it is a reduced form parameter that may capture both differences in underlying
preferences and differences in economic resources. We denote the PDF of the distribution of
Li as ` and the CDF by L. This distribution has support between L and L and a mean of
L̃.
Households can abate their potential loss by purchasing a private substitute. We
assume that the purchase of a private substitute (e.g., a generator or backup battery) is
a binary choice. Purchasing a private substitute costs P λ, where λ represents the discrete
amount of substitute that is available for purchase and P represents its price per unit.
Therefore, a household i who purchases a substitute would experience a loss of Li (1 − λ) in
the event of a power outage, where λ exceeds zero and is less than one. With no substitute
they experience their full loss, Li . We assume that all households desire a grid with at least
some reliability even if they purchase a substitute and hence −π 0 (0) > 1/(1 − λ)L.

5.2

Policymaker’s problem
We consider the spending decision on grid reliability, R, as chosen by a benevolent

planner. The planner balances the benefits and costs of providing reliability and chooses
16

the level that maximizes utilitarian social welfare. The planner knows the distribution of
losses `, but cannot observe an individual customer’s loss Li . As a result, the costs of grid
reliability R are shared equally by all customers. This reflects situations in which the fixed
costs of the utility are recovered via a flat fee to all households.8
We consider this problem for two cases. In the first, households rely exclusively on the
grid and cannot purchase private substitutes. In this case, the planner solves the problem
Z

L

−π(R)Li `(Li )dLi − R.

max
R

(2)

L

∗
Let RN
denote the solution to this problem. In the second case, substitutes are available. For

this case, the planner’s problem takes into account that households will purchase substitutes
if it benefits them to do so and can be written as
Z

L

max{−π(R)Li , −π(R)(1 − λ)Li − P λ}`(Li )}dLi − R.

max
R

(3)

L

We denote the solution to this problem as RS∗ .
It is possible for either no households or all households to purchase substitutes depending on their price per unit effectiveness. Here, we focus on the case where some, but not all,
households purchase substitutes. In this case, RS∗ will satisfy

− π 0 (RS∗ ) 

Z

P
π(R∗ )
S

Z

L

Li `(Li )dLi + (1 − λ)
P
π(R∗ )
S

L


Li `(Li )dLi  − 1 = 0.

(4)

Appendix Section C.1 proves that there will always be a solution to Equation 4 where the
optimal level of grid reliability with substitutes RS∗ exceeds zero and is no more than the
8
In reality, fixed costs in the U.S. are recovered partly with fixed charges and partly with volumetric
charges (Borenstein and Bushnell, 2022). The portion recovered from fixed charges fits our assumption neatly.
Because electricity use is only weakly correlated with household income (Doremus et al., 2022; Borenstein,
2012), and hence likely weakly correlated with willingness to pay to eliminate outages, the portion recovered
from volumetric charges should not affect our later conclusions about whether high or lower WTP households
are likely to benefit from private substitutes.
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∗ 9
optimal level of reliability without them RN
. The efficient level of spending on reliability

is increasing in the price of the substitute.10 As the price increases, fewer people purchase
generators. This increases the potential total loss were an outage to occur and thus increases
public provision of grid reliability. Reliability spending is decreasing in the effectiveness of
the substitute, λ. An increase in effectiveness directly reduces the total loss in the case of
an outage.
It is not possible for the planner to improve upon the private decisions about whether
to purchase a substitute. Because households who purchase a substitute continue to pay for
the grid, purchasing a substitute does not impose costs on other households. As a result,
were the planner to simultaneously choose both who purchased a substitute and the level of
grid reliability, they would make the same choices as the individuals do.
Before discussing the welfare consequences of substitutes, it is worth noting that this
model applies only to substitutes that do not fully replace the electrical grid. We assume
that households that purchase substitutes remain connected to the grid and favor that the
grid continues to provide at least some reliability. This is realistic, as very few households
currently go “off grid.” However, as substitute technologies continue to develop that may
become more common. This would affect our model in two important ways. First, households
with substitutes would no longer care at all about grid reliability. Second, they would no
longer contribute to the cost of grid reliability. This is in contrast to other publicly provided
goods funded via taxation, like public schooling, where all households contribute even if they
choose not to use the public services.
We also note that our static model abstracts from possible dynamic responses to
changes in available substitutes or grid reliability. In reality, grid reliability is a durable
good that depreciates and policy decisions determine investment in it, not its overall level.
9 ∗
∗
RN will be a solution in any case where P/π(RN
) exceeds L and as a result no one buys a substitute
∗
when reliability spending is set at RN
. However, there can be another local maximum in which households
purchase the substitute and grid reliability is lower.

 h 00
i−1
π (R)
P 2 π 0 (R)2
∂R
P
P
P
10
From the implicit function theorem ∂P
= π 0 (R)λ π(R)
+
`(
)
. The nu2`
0
3
π(R)
π (R)
π(R)
π(R)
merator is negative and at any local maximum the denominator is negative.
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A dynamic model may produce interesting transitions between steady states that are represented by instant responses in a static model.11

5.3

Welfare Consequences
To analyze the welfare consequences of private substitutes to customers with different

potential losses, we compare two settings: with and without substitutes. If reliability spend∗
ing were fixed at RN
, the availability of substitutes would be Pareto improving. However,

because the efficiency-targeting planner will adjust reliability spending as a result of their
existence, some households may be harmed.
In principle, there are many possible outcomes. Even if they do not all purchase
substitutes, all households can benefit from their existence. One common, if surprising,
result is that households with both high and low potential losses can benefit while those in
the middle are hurt. Alternatively, only households with potential losses below a cutoff can
benefit, and only households with potential losses above a cutoff can benefit. The specific
outcome depends on the curvature of the probability of an outage function π, the distribution
of potential losses, and the characteristics of the substitute. Which outcome occurs depends
on interactions of all these elements. However, there are some general results. Appendix
Section C.3 shows that if the household with the average potential loss does not buy a
substitute, than there are households that would be better off were substitutes not available.
While this condition is sufficient for households to be hurt by substitutes, it is not necessary.
The average household purchasing a substitute does not preclude households from being
hurt.
Figure 3 illustrates how households with moderate willingness to pay can be harmed by
∗
the existence of substitutes. If reliability spending is fixed at RN
, individual welfare benefits

are given by the orange line. With fixed reliability, substitutes are Pareto improving, but
11

For example, if we begin in a steady state where private substitutes are prohibitively expensive and then
the price decreases, some households will purchase private substitutes. This will induce the policy maker to
lower the investment level in the next period. As reliability depreciates, more people will purchase private
substitutes, and hence the policy maker will allow further depreciation, until we reach the new steady state.
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only benefit households that purchase them. The blue line represents the welfare gains or
losses if the planner efficiently adjusts reliability spending. Total benefits are larger and
spread among both high and low willingness to pay households. However, some households
are hurt by the decrease in grid reliability. This includes some households that choose to
purchase a generator. Note that in response to the decrease in grid-level reliability spending,
some additional households choose to purchase substitutes (those with WTP to avoid outages
∗
between P/π(RS∗ ) and P/π(RN
)).

Figure 3: Individual Welfare Gain from Generators

0

The orange line describes the individual welfare benefit from the existence of the substitute if reliability
∗
spending were fixed at RN
. The blue line describes the individual welfare benefit from the existence of the
substitute when reliability spending adjusts to RS∗ . In this example, the household with average WTP, L̃,
does not purchase a substitute. It therefore must be the case that some households do not benefit from the
P
existence of the substitute. This includes some households that purchase substitutes (those with Li > π(R
∗ )
S
and some that do not. Households with high and low willingness to pay to avoid outages benefit.

It is not always the case that some households are hurt. The left panel of Figure 4
illustrates who benefits from the existence of the substitute for a range of different substitute
characteristics, while the right panel describes the resulting probability of an outage at the
efficient level of reliability. When the substitute is relatively inexpensive or effective, it benefits all households, even in cases where not all households purchase it. Those that purchase
it value their reduction in risk while those that do not purchase it value the reduction in
20

reliability costs. With more expensive substitutes, households with potential losses at either
extreme benefit while households in the middle are hurt, as in the case described by Figure 3.
In some situations, no one purchases a substitute and reliability spending is unchanged.
In theory, it is possible for two other outcomes to occur, although they do not in this
case. Households with low potential losses can benefit while those with high potential losses
do not. This can occur when most households purchase a very effective substitute and so the
policymaker sets very low reliability spending. This makes high potential loss households
worse off than if the substitute were not available.
Figure 4 shows that small changes in the price of a substitute can result in large
changes in the optimal probability of an outage. This occurs when there are two solutions
∗
and few or no
to Equation 4 that represent local maxima, one with RS∗ at or close to RN

substitute purchases, and another with much lower reliability spending and much higher
substitute purchases. In the region surrounding the dramatic change in reliability, these two
maxima have similar total welfare. However, they can have very different implications for
individual households.

6

Discussion
Ownership of private substitutes can both affect and be affected by policy decisions

over grid reliability. In Section 4.2, we show that power outages cause households to purchase
substitutes, i.e., households respond to the perceived reliability of the electrical grid. As the
model illustrates, this means that policymakers’ decisions over spending on grid reliability
affect the purchases of batteries. Had large investments been made to prevent widespread
power outages, fewer batteries would have been purchased. More widespread ownership of
private substitutes likewise affects policy decisions. When more households own batteries,
the total benefit from spending on reliability is lower and hence the efficient level of reliability
is lower.
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Figure 4: Effect of Substitute Price and Effectiveness
(a) Benefits of Substitutes

(b) Probability of Grid Outage

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

All Benefit and all buy

All benefit and some buy

Top and bottom benefit, Middle harmed

No change

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Panel (a) displays outcomes from substitutes with varying prices (X-axis) and effectiveness (Y-axis). Panel
(b) displays the resulting probability of a grid outage with substitutes with varying prices (X-axis) and
effectiveness (Y-axis). Outage probability when substitutes are not available is 0.04 under efficient reliability
spending. Simulations are from a setting with π(R) = e−R and ` uniformly distributed.

Depending on their valuation for reliability, households are affected differently by the
availability of substitutes and the resulting decrease in spending on grid reliability. Some
households who do not value reliability highly can benefit from cost savings on their electric
bill. Other households who were well served by the prior level of reliability are hurt by
the reduction in reliability. Still other households can benefit from purchasing a substitute–
while they may prefer higher levels of grid reliability as well, they prefer having a substitute
to not having one. Yet, it is not necessary that each of these groups exist, and their existence
depends on the effectiveness of the substitute and the distribution of potential losses due to
outages.
The model highlights three structural factors that could result in an increase in the
prevalence of private substitutes. A change in the characteristics of the private substitutes
available, an increase in the cost of providing grid reliability, and a shift in the distribution of
22

potential losses towards larger losses would all drive a larger share of customers to purchase
private substitutes.
Climate change and policies to address it may result in more private substitutes via
these three channels. The price of new technologies like home storage batteries is likely to fall
as the technology develops. At the same time, more extreme weather may make the grid less
reliable, at least absent larger investments than were previously necessary. Finally, spurred
by policies to reduce carbon emissions, more households are expected to use electricity for
heat and transportation. This increased reliance on electricity may make households more
willing to spend to reduce their dependence on the grid. Together these factors suggest that
households will increasingly invest in their own private reliability, while grid-level reliability
simultaneously decreases. As we have shown in this paper, the purchase of private substitutes
and decreased grid reliability can feed off each other, magnifying both.
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Appendices
A

Additional Figures and Tables
Figure A1: CA New Battery Installations over Time

Note: New battery counts based on applications to California’s
SGIP program. Average program subsidies in 2017-2020 were
390, 311, 245, and 421, all in $/kWh.
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Figure A2: Spatial Distribution of Batteries and Income

(a) LA: Batteries

(b) LA: Household Income

(c) SF: Batteries

(d) SF: Household Income

Note: Battery counts per 10,000 housing units. Counts come from residential HHs claiming a subsidy from
the state of California under the SGIP program. Battery counts for the period from 2017-2021. Median
Household Income in $1,000s for each zip code from the ACS. LA is Los Angeles MSA; SF is San Francisco
MSA.
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Figure A3: Robustness of Impact of a Major Outage on Battery Purchase

(a) Including more leads and lags

(b) Keeping multiple outages, using first as treatment

(c) Major outage cutoff of 1 percent

(d) Major outage cutoff of 5 percent

Note: Estimated coefficients and 95% C.I.s from alternative specifications of model (1).
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B

Who owns private substitutes?

Alternative data

sources
B.1

American Housing Survey: Backup Generators
Data from the American Housing Survey (AHS) also show that higher incomes are

associated with greater backup generator ownership rates (see Figure B1). Note that this
effect wanes at incomes above $100,000 per year.
Figure B1: The Probability of Owning a Backup Generator by Household Income

Notes: This presents results from a regression of whether a household owns a backup generator on a spline for real household income. Households reporting income below $1,000 per
year and above $1,000,000 per year are excluded. The graph is censored above household
incomes of $250,000 per year to provide a clearer picture. Results including indicators for
region of the US and year of survey are similar.
Most census divisions report weighted ownership rates between 17.6% and 20.3%. However, 26.0% of homes in New England own generators, while only 14.4% of homes in the com32

bined Pacific and Mountain divisions do. Additionally, the raw data suggests a statistically
significant, but modest, increase in the ownership of backup generators over time (17.4% of
respondents reporting owning them in 2013; increasing to 19.2% in 2017).

B.2

Department of Energy Microgrid Database
The U.S. Department of Energy collects data through 2020 about known microgrids;

they have identified 461 different locations. Because there is no registration or reporting
requirement, this dataset omits locations that the Department of Energy does not know
about, especially smaller ones.
Ninety-two percent of included microgrids list an operating year of 2010 or later,
with the five most common years being 2016 through 2020. The most common states
in the dataset are Texas (36%), California (14%), New York (8%), Massachusetts (5%),
and Puerto Rico (4%), Alaska (3%), and Hawaii (3%). Common settings are Commercial
(42%), City/Community (12%), Military (11%), College/University (10%), Schools (6%),
and Hospital/Healthcare (5%).12 Note that only 15 “Multi-Family” installations (primarily
apartment buildings in New York City) are listed, which is suggestive that many similar
installations are missing.
12

Many microgrids in Texas are at H-E-B supermarket locations; other states are less concentrated in the
commercial sector.
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Table B1: U.S. Microgrid Summary Statistics

mean

st.dev.

Grid Connected

0.91

0.29

Advanced Controls

0.54

0.50

Total Capacity

6704.46

18521.34

Generation Capacity

6459.82

18354.82

Storage Capacity

244.64

1046.11

Combined Heat and Power Capacity

2898.92

13970.49

Natural Gas Capacity

1563.80

9357.02

Diesel Capacity

804.62

2911.43

Biofuel Capacity

322.22

3733.78

Solar Capacity

516.03

2598.95

Wind Capacity

56.33

495.50

Hydro Capacity

79.18

1416.99

Fuel Cell Capacity

32.12

320.03

Unknown Capacity

186.59

2314.61

Notes: Data are from the U.S. Department of Energy Combined Heat and Power and Microgrid Installation
Databases. There are 461 included microgrids. All capacity figures are in kilowatts (kW).

Figure B2 shows the spatial distribution of microgrids across the United States. While
bigger states generally have more and larger grids, this is not always true. For example,
Massachusetts has a large number, while Illinois does not.
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Figure B2: Spatial Distribution of Microgrids across US States

(a) Microgrid Counts

(b) Microgrid Capacities (kW)

(c) Microgrid Counts per Million Residents

(d) Microgrid Capacities (kW) per Million Residents

Note: Microgrid data are from the U.S. Department of Energy. This is a partial dataset based on microgrids
that the DOE knows about. Counts are the number of independent installations, while capacities represent
the sum across all microgrids within a state. Subfigures (c) and (d) divide numbers in subfigures (a) and
(b) by the number of residents (in millions). Hawaii and Alaska are excluded.

C

Proofs of statements in paper

C.1

Existence of solution
∗
Equation 4 has a solution in the range (0, RN
].

At R = 0 the expression on the left hand side is greater than zero.

0

"Z

−π (0)
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P
π(0)

Z

#

L

0

Li `(Li )dLi + (1 − λ)

Z

L

Li `(Li )dLi − 1 ≥ −π (0)[(1 − λ)
P
π(0)

Li `(Li )dLi ] − 1
L

> −π 0 (0)[(1 − λ)L − 1]
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By assumption we have that −π 0 (0)(1 − λ)L exceeds one.
∗
At R = RN
the expression on the left hand side of Equation 4 is no greater than zero.
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Since its objective function is concave and continuously differentiable and its first order
∗
condition is positive when R is equal to zero, the problem in Equation 2 has a solution, RN
,

which exceeds zero. This implies that

−π

0

∗
(RN
)

Z

L

Li `(Li )dLi − 1 = 0
L

and as a result, the expression on the left hand side of Equation 4 is no greater than zero.
Since the expression is continuous, the equation must have a solution on the interval.

C.2

The planner cannot improve upon private purchasing decisions
The benefit of purchasing a substitute is increasing in the household’s willingness to

pay to avoid an outage. Thus, if it is desirable for a household with Li = L0 to purchase
a substitute, it is desirable for all households with Li ≥ L0 to purchase a substitute. It
suffices to show then that were the planner to choose simultaneously both R and a cutoff Li
above which households would purchase a generator that the planner would choose RS∗ and
P/π(RS∗ ).
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In that case, the planner would solve
Z
max∗ −
R,L

L∗

Z

L

(π(R)(1 − λ)Li + P λ) `(Li )dLi − R

π(R)Li `(Li )dLi −
L∗

L

A necessary condition for a solution to this problem requires that L∗ =

P
.
π(R)

A second

necessary condition is as described in Equation 4. This results in the same solution.

C.3

If the average loss household does not buy a substitute, some
households are hurt
The household with average loss has Li equal to

RL
L

Li `(Li )dLi . If they do not purchase

a substitute, their payoff is maximized when R is equal to
Z

L

arg max −π(R)
R

Li `(Li )dLi − 1
L

∗
This is equivalent to the problem in Equation 2. As a result, any deviation from RN

will decrease the welfare of this household. If L̃π(RS∗ ) < P < L, then this household will
∗
not purchase a substitute but RS∗ < RN
and this household is hurt by the existence of the

substitute.
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